Global payments and foreign exchange solutions

Solutions to manage your foreign exchange (FX) risks and needs

- Agile, personal services from a dedicated team of FX experts specialized in Tech
- Full range of FX products. Spot transactions and forward contracts. 90+ currencies.
- Insights into foreign currency markets and their impact on your business
- Centralized currency accounts and integration with your workflow
- Worldwide 24/5.5 client coverage via online or SVB traders
- Personalized FX risk advisory to identify and quantify your risks, and help mitigate FX volatility

Talk to our foreign exchange experts if you are...

- Receiving revenue from overseas clients
- Structuring an international manufacturing deal
- Paying overseas employees
- Agreeing to foreign licensing
- Looking for ways to help protect your A/R from currency depreciation
- Establishing an international subsidiary
- Expecting funding from an international investor or partnership

Foreign exchange transactions can be highly risky, and losses may occur in short periods of time if there is an adverse movement of exchange rates. Exchange rates can be highly volatile and are impacted by numerous economic, political and social factors as well as supply and demand and governmental intervention, control and adjustments. Investments in financial instruments carry significant risk, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Before entering any foreign exchange transaction, you should obtain advice from your own accounting, tax, financial, legal and other advisors and only make investment decisions on the basis of your own objectives, experience and resources. All non-SVB named companies listed are independent third party and are not affiliated with SVB Financial Group.